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Chapter 1

T

he sound of two violins, a cello, and a bass playing
a section from a string quartet wafted out from the
open window of the Music Room of the Esterházy
Castle. Franz Joseph Haydn—resplendent in his livery of blue
and gold—waved his baton.
He was still waving it when the music came to an abrupt close.
“No, Bartó! No!” Haydn shook his head, baton suspended
in mid-air. “The phrase continues there. Your solo begins on
that note.” He tapped the sheet music on his ornate silver stand
with his baton.
The expression on the faces of Haydn’s second violinist, the
bearded cellist, and the youthful blond bass player mirrored
his own exasperation. They had played the same phrase twenty
times at least, and his principal violinist, Bartó Daboczi, recently
appointed to the post, had made the same mistake every time.
Bartó put his violin down, his thin lips compressed into a
stubborn line. “Herr Kapellmeister, I do not understand.”
Quite forgetting he was wearing a wig, Haydn dragged his
hand through its locks, pushing it so it sat askew on his head.
God grant him patience! At this rate, they would never be ready
for the imperial visit.
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“What is it you fail to understand, Bartó?” Haydn strove to
keep his voice down. The Estates Director, hearing their voices
raised in argument earlier, had already availed himself of one
opportunity to read them a lecture on decorum. Haydn was
determined not to give him any more.
“Why must this new phrase begin here, Herr Kapellmeister?”
Bartó jabbed a finger at the score. “It is the middle of the
measure.”
“Yes, Bartó, that is the middle of the measure,” Haydn
conceded the point. He dabbed at his forehead with a handkerchief, wishing he could dispense with propriety and, like his
musicians, relieve himself of his jacket and waistcoat. Arguing
with his principal violinist could make even a cold day such as
this seem unbearably warm.
“But that is the beauty of the piece, you see. Your solo begins
on the very note on which the four instruments playing in
unison ends.”
Bartó folded his arms and sat back in his chair, staring
impassively at Haydn. “And what purpose does it serve, Herr
Kapellmeister, to begin my solo on the same note?”
The cellist and the bass player muttered impatiently. But
Lorenzo, the second violinist, had clearly reached the end of
his tether.
“Ach, you dolt!” he growled, grabbing the music off the stand.
He thrust the score before his colleague, and prodded at the
offending note. “Don’t you see your solo develops the theme
from the section before in which we all play together?”
Bartó was on his feet in an instant. “Whom do you think
you’re calling a dolt, you idiot!” He thrust his face close to the
second violinist, his clenched fist inches away from the other
man’s jaw. “What can you know of composition, you talent-less
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donkey?”
“That is enough, Bartó!” Haydn braced himself against the
principal violinist. How had the two men come so easily to
blows?
Bartó struggled to move toward Lorenzo, who was rising to
his feet, a murderous expression on his face. But Haydn kept
his hand firmly on his principal violinist’s chest, pushing his
second violinist back into his chair at the same time.
“You are musicians and officers of the court, gentlemen.
Endeavor to behave as such.”
He took a deep breath, aware that his second violinist was
staring at him, expecting him to hold his ground. But the
Kapellmeister had no desire to continue the argument.
“Very well, Bartó. If it will allow you to play the piece better,
we can move the note to the next measure.” He took a silver
pen out of his pocket to make the changes.
Bartó, seeming mollified at this capitulation to his demand,
sat down. He adjusted the ruby ring on his forefinger, and put
his violin under his chin.
“Let us play through the entire piece now, Herr Kapellmeister.
I think you will agree it sounds much better.”
The Kapellmeister did nothing of the sort, but, in the interests
of preserving the peace, said not a word in reply. The session
over, the musicians began to file out of the room, but Lorenzo
lingered by the door.
“There was no need to yield to him, Herr Kapellmeister,” he
said. “What is it about him that makes you so tolerant of his
behavior? He is just asking to be dismissed, and you know it!”
He stared Haydn squarely in the eye, then left.
***
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“How long you will continue to tolerate his behavior is the
better question.”
Haydn, about to close the door, spun around in the direction
of the voice. Peter von Rahier, elegantly clad as always, leaned
against a marble figurine, his arms crossed. How long had the
Estates Director been standing in the hallway?
Rahier, his arms still folded, came forward. “We all know why
you tolerate it.”
He walked past Haydn into the Music Room, stopped to
inspect the fortepiano for dust, and turned around.
“You begin to recognize the importance of his talents to the
success of our upcoming program, then?” Haydn stood near
the doorway, an eyebrow raised in mock surprise.
““Do not quibble with me, Herr Kapellmeister. You know
exactly what I mean. It is because the man came armed with
references from your brother in Salzburg that you hired him in
the first place. And now, despite his intolerable attitude, you
are willing to keep him on.”
“The question of hiring a violinist would never have arisen,
if Tomasini were here.”
It was at the Estates Director’s advice that the Prince had
loaned Haydn’s Konzertmeister to the Archduke Joseph, the
Empress’s son and co-regent. It was a temporary absence, but it
had come at a most inopportune moment, the Empress having
already consented to the Prince’s invitation to undertake the
journey of thirty miles or more from the capital, Vienna.
The Estates Director sniffed. “The Archduke specifically
asked for your Konzertmeister. To ignore his request at any
time would be unthinkable. More so now that he is Holy Roman
Emperor… But the subtleties of cultivating political favor are
completely lost on you, are they not, Herr Kapellmeister?
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“As for Tomasini—he is not the only virtuoso in the Empire.
All you had to do was hire another man. How difficult could
that be?”
“And, so I did.” Haydn’s grip tightened on the door handle.
“Bartó was the only applicant whose abilities came even close
to Tomasini’s.”
“Pah!” The Estates Director dismissed this with a contemptuous motion of his hand. “You know full well that my nephew
could have filled the position admirably. Why you wouldn’t
hire him is beyond me!”
Rahier’s nephew? In the position of principal violinist?
Haydn almost choked at the thought. A deferential cough
behind him saved him the necessity of a response.
“Dietzl?” Haydn hoped the harassed expression on his horn
player’s features had nothing to do with his principal violinist.
“It is Bartó, Herr Kapellmeister”—The principal violinist’s
name brought forth a loud snort from the Estates Director—“He
insists upon keeping every score in the Rehearsal Room, and—”
“If these are scores for the upcoming program, that is quite all
right, Dietzl.” Haydn steered the horn player into the hallway,
conscious of Rahier’s gaze boring into the back of his head.
“Your violinist’s behavior grows increasingly insupportable,
Herr Kapellmeister.” The Estates Director had noiselessly
advanced across the room to the door. “And your tolerance of
it even more so.”
Haydn forced himself to stay calm. “It is only—” he began to
say, but was interrupted.
“I have made no mention of his conduct to the Prince.” Rahier
brushed a speckle of dust from the ruffles of his fine linen shirt.
“But”—he turned his attention from his ruffles to Haydn, his pale
blue eyes meeting the composer’s in a steady gaze—“I cannot
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promise to stay silent for very long.”
***
Haydn had no trouble pushing the Estates Director’s words out
of his mind, but Lorenzo’s remarks had left him discomfited.
He sat down at his desk, drawing toward him the last of the set
of baryton trios he was composing for the Prince.
The faint breeze from the open window carried the sound of
the Bürgermeister’s rich baritone singing the arpeggios he had
assigned him: “Do Mi So Mi Do.” In the distance, he could hear
the soft, melodious strains of the barber-surgeon’s violin. Even
the most unmusical of the townspeople was able to take simple
directions without argument, but Bartó…
A loud outburst reverberated through the hallway beyond
the Music Room. Haydn was on his feet in an instant.
God in Heaven! Whatever was the matter now? Could Bartó
get along with no one?
He rushed into the Rehearsal Room, aghast to see chairs lying
overturned before him and violin cases strewn all over the blue
and gold patterned marble floor.
Bartó struggled to wrench a beautiful amber-colored instrument out of Lorenzo’s hands.”How often must I tell you to keep
your paws off my belongings?”
“Enough!” Haydn stepped between the two men just as
Lorenzo wrested the violin out of the principal violinist’s hands.
“That Stadlmann is no longer yours.”
The corners of Lorenzo’s mouth twitched at the Kapellmeister’s words. Like every other member of the orchestra, Bartó
had been obliged to sell his violin, crafted by the finest luthiers
in the Empire, to the Esterházy family. The requirement was
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common enough among noble families of sufficient means to
command an orchestra. But the principal violinist had treated
it like an imposition he had never encountered elsewhere.
Bartó glared at the second violinist. “My contract—”
“Your contract”—Haydn’s voice was firm—“only allows you
to buy it back if you choose to leave at the end of your period
of service or are dismissed.”
Bartó had insisted the clause be added to his contract, and
Haydn regretted giving in on that point. It had only encouraged
Bartó to regard the violin as his own; and, along with his usually
churlish behavior toward his colleagues, spurred them on into
baiting him. One or the other musician would bring out the gray
case with its embroidered emblem, taking care to call Bartó’s
attention to his actions as the second violinist must have just
done.
“And you will be dismissed if your unmannerly conduct
continues,” Haydn added, but it was an idle threat. His principal
violinist knew it, for his cantankerous behavior continued
without respite.
***
Evening had turned to dusk by the time Haydn was ready to
leave. The musicians had all departed. Haydn began to put his
scores into his leather case, preparing to set out when a knock
on the door startled him. He turned slowly around.
God forbid it should be Bartó! The man’s broad, dark features
and the ruby ring he constantly fiddled with were getting to be
quite tiresome.
But it was his second violinist who strode into the room, his
face beaming with pride.
“Herr Kapellmeister! I’ve mastered the rhythm and articulation for the solo in the quartet we played this morning. May I
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show you?”
Haydn set his scores down, and smiled. “Yes, of course,
Lorenzo.”
His second violinist, although lacking the technical prowess
that enabled Bartó to dazzle his listeners, was always eager to
improve upon his limited capabilities.
“Let me accompany you.” Haydn seated himself at his Schantz
fortepiano, and opened the lid.
Before Lorenzo could begin the solo, however, the door
opened again. Bartó, standing at the entrance, his violin tucked
under his arm, peered out into the hallway, and then softly
closed the door behind him. He took a few paces into the room,
apparently oblivious to the presence of both the Kapellmeister
and the second violinist.
“Bartó! Is there something you need?”
The Kapellmeister’s voice brought the principal violinist to a
precipitous halt. After a moment’s hesitation, he spun around.
“There you are, Herr Kapellmeister.” Bartó attempted a smile.
“I have a quest—” He stopped short at the sight of Lorenzo. A
frown replaced his smile.
“What is he doing here?” The principal violinist turned to
face Haydn, his lips pressed into an obdurate line.
“Surely, that is none of your affair—” Haydn began, but Bartó’s
harsh voice broke in before he could say another word.
“How can it not concern me when that dolt”—Bartó thrust his
bow at the second violinist—“conspires at every turn to usurp
my position?”
Lorenzo rolled his eyes, but fortunately kept silent.
“Your accusation is ridiculous!” What had gotten into his
principal violinist, Haydn wondered. “Lorenzo was only
demonstrating his ability to play one of the violin solos.”
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“And my willingness,” Lorenzo added, his lips broadening
into a mischievous grin, “to play it just as the Kapellmeister has
written the piece.”
Haydn caught his second violinist’s eye, and imperceptibly
shook his head. He sympathized with his musicians’ desire
to bait Bartó—Lorenzo was not the only one—but he could
ill-afford any strife among his men so close to the imperial visit.
He certainly could not afford to lose Bartó.
Bartó’s features darkened. “Your willingness to thwart me at
every turn, more like it.” He spat out the words. “You think I
fear your willingness?” He came closer to the second violinist,
his bow stabbing at Lorenzo’s chest.
“You think your willingness will earn you any favors with
the Kapellmeister? Your willingness has been pitted against
my prowess from the day I came here. God knows, the
Kapellmeister sees fit to let you get away with your insolence.
But it will yield you nothing, mark my words!”
Lorenzo drew back. “My insolence! I have served longer
than both you and the Kapellmeister. But I have always known
my place in the orchestra. And I have always abided by the
Kapellmeister’s decisions.”
Although he was addressing the principal violinist, Lorenzo’s
gaze was directed at Haydn.
Haydn was conscious of a growing sense of discomfort at
Lorenzo’s words and at the pain evident in his eyes. His second
violinist had expected to take Tomasini’s position during his
temporary absence. At the time, Bartó’s mastery of the violin
had made him the obvious choice. Lorenzo, despite the length
of his service and his unswerving loyalty, had never even been
in contention.
His mind struggled to find some words to mitigate his
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violinist’s wounded feelings, but Lorenzo was already at the
door. Watching him leave, Haydn could not but wonder if he
had made the right decision.
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